April 18, 1997

Re: Release: 1121
Service Request: none
Reference Release: 1059
Error Reports: 1409
Programs: None
DB2 Programs: PPEC116
CICS Programs: None
Copymembers: None
Include Members: None
DDL Members: None
Bind Members: None
CICS Maps: None
Forms: None
Table Updates: System Messages Table
Urgency: Not Urgent

This release addresses the following Error Report:

**Error Report 1409**

Error Report 1409 states that a prior release made a change to the Savings Bond Address logic that needs to be reversed:

'Service Request 13794 asked that the four messages related to savings bond address editing, 08-176, 08-177, 08-178, and 08-179 be combined into a single message "Incomplete Bond-Owner Address". Release 1059 included the changes for this, but also got rid of the edit associated with message 08-186, "Bond-Owner State/ZIP Combination Invalid". This edit needs to be re-instanted and message 08-186 added back to the System Message Table. This edit checks that the ZIP Code is valid for the State, by comparing to values in copymember CPWSSTZP. It is not part of the 'Incomplete bond address' editing.'
DB2 Programs

PPEC116

Program PPEC116 has been changed to reinstate the logic associated with the error message #08-186. Right now the edit for consistency between state-code and zipcode is still performed, but the error message specific to it is not formatted. The consistency edit is included in the logic that generates the general address error message (#08-176- “Bond Address is Incomplete”). This release will enable the consistency edit to once again generate the '08-186' message.

The change entails making the state-code/zipcode consistency edit logic in PPEC116 distinct from the block of logic that formats the '08-176' message.

Table Updates

System Messages Table

Message number '08-186' is to be reinstated. It has a severity of ‘7’. The system messages update transaction sent with this release is in:

PAYDIST.R1121.CARDLIB(MSGPROD)

This transaction is for installation into production and the completed facsimile form UPAY554 is supplied in the release documentation.

Test Plan

A complete test plan is provided with this release.

Campuses are encouraged to use the base system test materials, as well as performing any other desired local tests.

Installation Instructions

Installation of this release requires the following steps:

1. DB2 Precompile, Compile and Link modified dual-use program PPEC116 in the batch and on-line loadlibs.

2. Perform tests similar to those described in Test Plan.

3. Perform any desired local testing.

4. Install program PPEC116 in production.

5. Add Error Message '08-186' back into the production message file and database.
Timing of Installation

Installation of this release is not urgent. However, to allow the '08-186' message to appear in addition to the general '08-176' message, this release should be installed as soon as possible.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Roy.Staples@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-6092.

Roy Staples

cc: Jim Dolgonas
    Jerry Wilcox